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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To determine the clinical value of dynamic contrast-enhanced Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) in perianal fistulizing Crohn’s disease (CD).  

Methods: Thirty-nine MRI examinations were performed in 33 CD patients with perianal 

fistulas. Dynamic transversal 2D T1-weighted scans were performed and time intensity 

curves (TIC) were obtained. Six curve shape types were defined. A region of interest 

(ROI) was drawn and Maximum Enhancement (ME), Slope of Enhancement (SoE), and 

TIC (Time Intensity Curve) shapes were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. DCE-MRI data 

were compared with the Perianal Disease Activity Index (PDAI), C-reactive protein (CRP), 

the MRI-based score of disease severity and clinical outcome. 

Results: Significant correlations were found between pixel counts of the different 

shape types and the PDAI (TIC types 2 r=0.449,p=0.010; 3 r=0.414,p=0.019; 5 

r=0.360,p=0.043) and between the ROI-volume and the PDAI (r=0.400,p=0.023). The 

ratio of quickly enhancing versus slowly enhancing pixels was correlated with higher 

MRI-scores (r=0.379,p=0.017) as was the ROI-volume (r= 0.428,p=0.007). Absolute pixel 

counts of TIC type 2 (r= 0.406,p=0.010), 3 (r= 0.533,p<0.001), 4 (r=0.404,p=0.011) 

and 5 (r=0.434,p=0.006) were significantly correlated with the MRI-score. CRP showed 

a significant correlation with mean ME (r=0.470,p=0.003). Larger numbers of quickly 

enhancing pixels were observed in patients who needed medication changes or who 

developed new abscesses during follow-up. 

Conclusion: In conclusion, DCE-MRI can be used to determine disease activity in perianal 

fistulizing CD and might be helpful in selecting a subpopulation of CD patients with 

perianal fistulas that should be monitored more closely for development of more extensive 

disease.    
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INTRODUCTION 
Crohn’s disease (CD) is a chronic inflammatory bowel disease that has a distinct tendency 

to result in complications such as abscesses and fistulas; perianal fistulas are reported to 

occur in up to 38% of patients (1). Adequate assessment of perianal CD, consisting of 

information on both anatomical and inflammatory status, is important to determine the 

optimal treatment strategy and response to treatment. 

Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging has become the gold standard for anatomical 

evaluation of perianal fistulas (2, 3), while hyperintensity on T1-weighted MR images after 

administration of intravenous Gadolinium-based contrast is considered indicative of active 

inflammation (4, 5). This T1-hyperintensity can be seen due to increased tissue perfusion 

and vascular permeability (6-8). However, conventional post-contrast imaging provides a 

limited amount of information about tissue behavior as it is performed after most of the 

contrast distribution has been accomplished and some of the contrast has already washed 

out. With dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging (DCE-MRI), images are acquired during 

the delivery of the contrast in the tissue of interest, highlighting the dynamic response 

of the tissue to the inflow of blood. Analysis of the time-dependent changes of signal 

intensity by DCE-MRI could possibly provide valuable information about disease activity. 

The purpose of our study was to assess the feasibility and clinical value of DCE- MRI in the 

evaluation of disease activity in perianal fistulizing CD. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A research grant was received from Stichting Nuts-Ohra. Stichting Nuts-Ohra was not 

involved in designing and conducting the study and did not have access to the data. 

Stichting Nuts-Ohra was not involved in data analysis and preparation of the manuscript. 

Study population  

From September 2005 until March 2007 consecutive patients with known CD who 

underwent pelvic MR imaging at the radiology department of a tertiary referral center 

were included in this prospective study. The indication for MRI was evaluation of known or 

suspected perianal CD. The general exclusion criteria to MR imaging (e.g. claustrophobia, 

pregnancy) were applicable. All patients provided written informed consent. Study 

approval was waived by the institutional review board.  

MR imaging technique 

MR imaging was performed on a 1.5 Tesla-MRI (Signa Horizon Echospeed, LX 9.0, General 

Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) using a torso phased-array surface coil. 

Sagittal, coronal and transversal T2-weighted Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) sequences were 

performed (TR/TE 2500/70 msec; FOV 30x30 cm; matrix 512x256; slice thickness 4 
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mm; gap 0.4 mm; NSA 2; 32 slices) with the coronal sequence angulated parallel and 

the transversal sequence angulated perpendicular to the anal canal. A fat suppressed 

T2-weighted TSE sequence (TR/TE 4000/85 msec, FOV 30x30 cm; matrix 256x256, slice 

thickness 4 mm; gap 0.4 mm; NSA 2; 28-32 slices) was performed in the transversal plane. 

After completion of these series a dynamic transversal 2D T1-weighted Fast Spoiled Gradient 

Echo sequence was performed (TR/TE 7.4/2.4 msec; flip angle 30°; FOV 28x28cm; slice 

thickness 4mm; gap 1.0mm; matrix 256x160; NSA 3; scan duration 5’59’’). The dynamic 

sequence consisted of 20 consecutive scans. The time resolution of the scan (5 sec) only 

permitted acquisition of five slices. The high time resolution was chosen following the earlier 

observation that most fistulas tend to show very early enhancement, probably as a result of 

their high vascularisation. Orientation of the five slices of the dynamic scan was at the site of 

maximum inflammatory activity as judged on the fat suppressed T2-weighted series. 

Great care was taken to ensure that the dynamic scans were comparable, e.g. we carefully 

checked the dose of contrast agent as well as the speed of injection, and we used the 

same intravenous catheter diameter and MR protocol parameters for all patients. One 

minute after the start of the scan 0.2 ml/kg bodyweight of contrast agent (Gadodiamide; 

Omniscan, General Electric Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, United Kingdom) was injected 

through a 20 GA intravenous catheter in the antecubital vein by bolus injection (5 ml/

sec) using an automated injection pump (Spectris, Medrad, Warrendale, PA). Injection of 

contrast medium was immediately followed by a flush of 10ml saline water (5 ml/sec). 

After completion of the dynamic sequence a transversal T1-weighted turbo spin echo with 

fat saturation was acquired (TR/TE 600/10 msec; FOV 45x45 cm; matrix 256x256; slice 

thickness 4.0mm; gap 0.4mm;NSA 2, 32 slices). Orientation of all transversal sequences 

was identical. 

Analysis of conventional MRI data 

All MRI examinations were evaluated by an experienced abdominal radiologist [blinded 

for review] with extensive prior experience in evaluation of pelvic MRI examinations 

(approximately 1,000 examinations for perianal fistulas). Patients were excluded from 

further analysis if no fistulas were observed to preserve homogeneity of the analysed 

group. For determination of disease activity, the MRI-based score of disease severity was 

scored, as developed by Van Assche (9). This score consists of both anatomical parameters 

and parameters indicative of active inflammation (Appendix 1). Scores range from 0 to 22 

with higher scores indicating more severe disease. 

Analysis of DCE-MRI 

During a DCE-MRI scan, contrast agent is injected and then the signal intensity of the 

tissue on a T1-weighted scan increases as a result of contrast leaking from the capillary 

into the extracellular extra-vascular space. By scanning dynamically time intensity curves 

(TIC) are acquired, i.e. curves representing the signal intensity at each moment before 
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and during contrast injection. TIC shapes have often been considered a mirror of the

physiological parameters of the tissue (e.g. capillary permeability, tissue vascularisation)

that are changed in inflammatory conditions (10-12).

Of the five slices that were acquired during the dynamic sequence the slice corresponding

to the most extensive and most enhancing lesion on the fat saturated T2-weighted images

was used for analysis. In this slice a Region of Interest (ROI) was drawn on one of the 

dynamic T1-weighted images (the fourth scan after arterial enhancement) by a research 

fellow [blinded for review] around the fistula to exclude all non-pathologically enhancing 

areas such as the gluteal muscles. 

In each ROI we calculated Maximum Enhancement (ME), defined as

)(

)()max(

baselineS

baselineSS
ME

-
=

the Slope of Enhancement (SoE), defined as

{ })()(max 1 ii tStSSoE -= +

and TIC (Time Intensity Curve) shapes on a pixel-by-pixel basis.  

Six different curve shapes, classified according to the scheme described by Lavini et al.

(12), were each assigned a unique color (Fig. 1). A seventh curve shape was used to 

SI: signal intensity
Type 1: no enhancement
Type 2: slow enhancement, maximum of the curve is reached after half of the scan
Type 3: quick enhancement, followed by a signal plateau
Type 4: fast enhancement and quick wash-out
Type 5: quick enhancement followed by a slow constant enhancement
Type 6: arterial enhancement (characterised by a quick
uptake and a very quick decay, followed by a slowly decaying plateau)
Type 7: unclassified enhancement including all the curves that cannot be classified as any of the above.

Figure 1: Classification of TIC

Artery
(type 6)

Type 5

Type 3
Type 2

Type 7
(undefined)Type 4

Type 1

Time -points

SI

21-5-2
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group all unclassified pixels. The pixel-by-pixel TIC classification was then rendered in a 

color-coded map, providing a high-resolution description of the curve shapes in the whole 

area of interest.  

The DCE-MRI data were analyzed off-line using home-written software.

Figure 2: DCE-MRI findings in a 44-yr old male patient with a transsphincteric fistula

a. axial oblique FS T2 weighted turbo spin-echo image with perianal fistulizing disease present
b. TIC shape type map with a ROI drawn around the pathology as identified on the fat saturated T2-weighted 
image. In the ROI many pixels with TIC type 2 are present, but pixels with TIC types 3 and 4 are also observed.    
c. ME map of the same slice. Maximum enhancement of the perianal fistula is higher than of the surrounding
tissue.

Clinical evaluation

PDAI
The Perianal Disease Activity Index (PDAI) (Appendix 2) was scored by one of two research

fellows [blinded for review] at the time of the visit to the Radiology department. For 

patients with an anovaginal or rectovaginal fistula and no perianal manifestations, the 

PDAI was not calculated. 

The PDAI incorporates five elements: the presence or absence of discharge, pain or 

restriction of activities of daily living, restriction of sexual activity, the type of perianal 

disease, and the degree of induration. Scores range from 0 to 20, with higher scores 

indicating more severe disease.  

C-reactive protein
C-reactive protein (mg/L) was determined as a biological marker of disease activity. 

Clinically active versus inactive disease
We divided the patients into two groups based on CRP-values and PDAI-values. We

defined clinically inactive disease as a CRP-value 5.0 mg/L and a PDAI-value 5. For the

PDAI, no cut-off value between active perianal disease and remission has been established

yet. Thus, we chose a cut-off value of 5, based on findings by Present et al in a large 

cohort of patients with perianal fistulizing CD; in their study median values of PDAI before

treatment with infliximab were 8 or higher, whereas after infliximab remission induction 

therapy median values were 5 or lower (13). 

db   204dbdb 2042044 21-5-221-51-5-2-2
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Follow-up

Follow-up data were collected for all patients for a minimum of six months. Three 

separate events were recorded: 1) if surgery had taken place for perianal CD; 2) if new 

abscess formation had taken place; 3) if a change in medication was necessary (addition 

of antibiotics and/or immunosuppressive medication and/or biologicals). 

Statistical analysis

For each ROI we calculated the mean ME and the mean SoE as well as the volume of 

all enhancing pixels within the ROI. Calculation was also performed of the ME and SoE 

averaged over all pixels of the same TIC shape type within the ROI. 

We calculated the absolute and relative amount of each TIC shape type within the ROI and 

the ratio of quickly enhancing types of TIC versus slowly enhancing TIC (ratio between TIC 

type 3, 4 and 5 versus 2). 

Spearman’s rank correlation test was used to calculate correlation coefficients between 

DCE-MRI parameters and the reference parameters (PDAI, CRP and MRI-based score). 

Correlation coefficient values were interpreted as follows: 0.0 not correlated, 0.2 weakly 

correlated, 0.5 moderately correlated, 0.8 strongly correlated, 1.0 perfectly correlated 

(14). The Mann-Whitney U test was used to calculate differences in DCE-MRI parameters 

between the predefined groups of patients. P-values <0.05 were considered to indicate 

statistical significance. 

RESULTS
In total, 51 pelvic MRI examinations were performed in 45 patients. In four patients MRI 

examination was performed more than once during the inclusion period.  Data from 12 

patients had to be excluded: due to absence of perianal fistulas (n=8) or due to technical 

reasons (n=4; insertion of a 20 GA needle was impossible, necessitating insertion of a 

Table 1: Severity indices of the study population 

PDAI (n=33): 

mean ± SD, 5.7±3.7 

median (range) 5.0 (0-14)

MRI-based score of disease severity (n=39):

mean ± SD, 11.1±4.0

median (range) 10 (4-20)

CRP (n=37): 

mean ± SD, 14.8±35.2 

median (range) 2.9 (1.0-203.4)

SD: standard deviation.
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catheter with a smaller diameter needle in three patients, whereas in one patient 6 slices 

were scanned dynamically instead of 5).  

Therefore, 39 MRI examinations were available for analysis from 33 patients, of whom 

17 were male and 16 female (mean age 34.7±9.9 years). Disease severity indices (mean, 

median, range and SD) of the included patients at the time of the MRI examinations are 

displayed in Table 1. Image quality was adequate in all examinations. 

Relationship of DCE-MRI parameters with clinical findings

PDAI 
Sixteen patients had clinically active disease, as defined by a PDAI-value>5. The absolute 

pixel count of TIC type 2 was significantly higher in patients with clinically active disease 

than in patients with clinically inactive disease (p=0.027).

Between PDAI and absolute pixel counts of TIC type 2, 3, and 5 weak to moderate 

correlations were found. The ROI-volume also showed a weak to moderate correlation 

with the PDAI (Table 2). ME and SoE calculated for the individual TIC types did not show 

significant correlations with the PDAI (Table 3). 

CRP
Fifteen patients had active disease, as indicated by elevated CRP-values. In patients with 

active disease the mean ME was significantly higher than in patients with inactive disease 

(p=0.002). The averaged ME for TIC type 2 was also significantly higher in patients with 

active disease (p=0.015).  

Table 2: TIC shape type analysis

PDAI CRP MRI-based score of 
disease severity

Relative pixel counts NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

Absolute pixel counts TIC 2 r=0.449 r=0.142 r= 0.406

(p=0.010) (p=0.403) (p=0.010)

Absolute pixel counts TIC3 r=0.414 r=0.043 r= 0.533

(p=0.019) (p=0.801) (p<0.001)

Absolute pixel counts TIC 4 r=0.258 r= -0.029 r=0.404

(p=0.154) (p=0.863) (p=0.011)

Absolute pixel counts TIC 5 r=0.360 r= 0.002 r=0.434

(p=0.043) (p=0.989) (p=0.006)

Ratio TIC 345/2 r=0.006 r= -0.060 r=0.379

(p=0.974) (p=0.724) (p=0.017)

Volume-ROI r= 0.400 r=0.076 r= 0.428

(p=0.023) P=0.653 (p=0.007)

NS: not significant  Numbers in bold indicate statistically significant correlations
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CRP-values did not show significant correlations with any of the TIC type counts (Table 2) 

or with the averaged ME or SoE for any of the TIC types. With the mean ME a weak to 

moderate correlation was seen (Table 3). 

Correlation with conventional MRI findings 

Absolute pixel counts of TIC type 2, 3, 4, and 5 showed weak to moderate correlations 

with the MRI-score. The ratio of quickly enhancing pixels versus slowly enhancing pixels 

was significantly higher in patients with higher MRI-scores, as was the case with the 

ROI-volume (Table 2). ME and SoE calculated for the individual TIC types did not show 

significant correlations with the MRI-based score (Table 3). 

Follow-up

Clinical follow-up data were available for 29 of the 33 patients. In four of these 29 

patients MRI examinations were performed more than once. We included only the results 

of the first MRI examination for each patient, as the subsequent DCE-MRI data from the 

patients who had undergone more than one MRI examination were not independent 

data. Therefore, for follow-up DCE-MRI findings of 29 examinations in 29 patients were 

analysed. Mean follow-up was 58±23 weeks (range 27-97 weeks). 

There were no significant differences for any of the DCE-MRI findings between patients 

who underwent surgery for fistulizing disease (n=8) or patients who did not undergo 

surgery (n=21). DCE-MRI findings did differ significantly between patients who needed 

a change in medication (n=17) and patients who did not need a change in medication 

during follow-up (n=12). The ROI-volume was significantly higher in patients who needed 

medication changes (p=0.034). Also, the total pixel counts of TIC types 3 (p=0.001), 4 

Table 3: ME and Slope versus reference parameters

PDAI CRP MRI-based score of 
disease severity

Mean ME r= -0.112 r=0.470 r= -0.031

(p=0.533) (p=0.003) (p=0.850)

Mean Slope r= -0.155 r= 0.161 r= -0.087

(p=0.397) (p=0.340) (p=0.598)

Slope of the individual TICs averaged NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

ME of the individual TICs averaged NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

TIC type2
r=0.365

(p=0.026)

NS (for none of the 
individual TIC types

ME: maximum enhancement
PDAI: Perianal Disease Activity Index
TIC: Time Intensity Curve
NS: not significant
Numbers in bold indicate statistically significant correlations
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(p=0.043), and 5 (p=0.001) were higher in patients for whom medication schemes had to 

be altered, as was the ratio of quickly enhancing versus slowly enhancing pixels (p=0.021). 

In six patients new abscesses developed during follow-up. Significantly higher counts of 

TIC types 2 (p=0.026), 3 (p=0.014), 4 (p=0.001), and 5 (p=0.014) were seen in these 

six patients and ROI-volumes were significantly higher (p=0.019). When looking at the 

DCE-MRI data in a dichotomous manner; i.e. by defining whether an event had occurred 

or not, the only significant difference between the group of patients in whom no event 

was seen (n=7) and the group in which one or more events were observed (n=21) was 

the fact that the total pixel count of TIC type 3 was significantly higher in the latter 

(p=0.031).  

DISCUSSION
With this study we proved that DCE-MRI is feasible in patients with perianal fistulizing 

CD. We found that in patients with elevated CRP-values maximum enhancement values 

were higher than in patients with normal CRP-values, whereas in patients with elevated 

PDAI-values significantly higher absolute pixel counts of TIC 2 could be observed than in 

patients with PDAI-values 5. In more severe disease, as indicated by the PDAI, more quickly 

enhancing pixels were seen. A quick uptake of Gd is possible by strong vascularisation of 

the tissue. The fact that a larger number of pixels with quick enhancement was observed 

in more severe disease indicates a stronger vascularisation of perianal tissue. As increased 

vascularisation is present only in tissues involved by active inflammation (15), pixel counts 

of TIC shape types with quick enhancement might be used to identify more severe disease. 

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the absolute counts of pixels with quick 

enhancement were increased in patients in whom a new abscess developed or in whom 

medication changes were necessary. 

In our study, we have performed analysis of DCE-MRI data in a qualitative manner (ME and 

slope analysis) and by looking at the TIC shape type counts on a pixel-by-pixel basis. An 

advantage of this approach is that in this way the inhomogeneity of the tissue response to 

contrast medium inflow within the imaged area can be appreciated, since the individual 

TICs are separately classified. This represents a novel approach with respect to the standard 

way of looking at TIC shapes, where the TIC are first averaged and then classified. 

To our knowledge, no study has been performed using DCE-MRI for perianal fistulizing CD. 

However, in rheumatoid arthritis, a chronic inflammatory disease of the joints, DCE-MRI 

findings correlated with histological and clinical parameters of inflammation (16, 17). A 

difference with our study is the fact that in the study by Østergaard et al. the rate of early 

enhancement (i.e. slope of enhancement) did correlate with disease activity (17), whereas 

in our study the slope of enhancement did not significantly correlate with the PDAI, the 

CRP or the MRI-based score of disease severity. In a study by Florie et al. (18) investigating 

dynamic MRI in luminal CD, the slope of enhancement did not show significant correlations 

with clinical indices, which is in line with our results. 
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One of the limitations of our study is the fact that we could only scan five slices dynamically 

due to the high demands on the time resolution. Ideally, a dynamic scan should encompass 

the entire pathological lesion. As in perianal fistulizing CD pathology can be very extensive, 

the fact that we could only scan a limited number of slices means that we have not been 

able to analyse the entire pathological area in all patients.  Although an observer bias was 

introduced by the above limitation, we have tried to compensate for this bias by only using 

one slice from the original 5 slices data set for our dynamic analysis. To do this, we have 

tried to identify the slice with the most extensive and most active inflammation as judged 

on the fat saturated T2-weighted images. Improvements in MR hardware and software 

make it possible nowadays to perform dynamic scans even faster, making dynamic 

scanning of larger volumes possible. Implementation of a DCE-MRI protocol on a state-of-

the art machine would prevent observer bias by including the entire lesion. 

It should be noted that the pixel-by-pixel classification of TIC shapes depends on some 

arbitrary choices such as noise thresholds and other parameters used for the classification 

(12). The quality of the images in terms of Signal-to-Noise Ratio determines the noise 

threshold, which determines the amount of analysed pixels, and at the same time the 

amount of pixels that cannot be appropriately classified (“type 7” in our classification). 

The final results are thus very sensitive to the original quality of the MR acquisition. 

Although we tried to keep our study population homogeneous by excluding patients 

without fistulas (e.g. with infiltrate) we did include patients with rectovaginal or anovaginal 

fistulas. While these fistulas can often be seen in perianal CD, they are usually smaller 

and less easy to demarcate than perianal fistulas. In the area around rectovaginal or 

anovaginal fistulas strong enhancement of anovaginal septum tissue can be seen due to 

the high vascularisation of this area. The combination of more difficult demarcation of 

pathology and the strong enhancement of pixels around the pathology might have caused 

some distortion of the data. However, in most patients (n=29) perianal fistulas were 

present, making the effect of the signal enhancement coming from of the rectovaginal or 

anovaginal fistulas less significant.   

The fact that there is no real gold standard available to determine disease activity in perianal 

fistulizing CD, forms another limitation of our study. While the PDAI has been mentioned 

as the perianal equivalent of the CDAI (18), it is an index that is partly dependent on 

clinical rather than on anatomical or inflammatory parameters and thus is partly subjective 

to patients’ perception of disease rather than the anatomical and inflammatory substrate. 

The CRP is a good indicator of inflammation, but is not specific; high CRP values could 

indicate active luminal CD and not necessarily perianal activity. By using conventional MRI 

in combination with a dynamic sequence, both anatomical and inflammatory information 

is provided, making MRI a possible one-stop shop technique for comprehensive evaluation 

of perianal fistulizing CD. 

In conclusion, DCE-MRI can be used to determine disease activity in perianal fistulizing CD. 

Also, DCE-MRI findings might be helpful in selecting a subpopulation of CD patients with 

perianal fistulas that should be monitored more closely for development of more extensive 
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disease.  Further studies with more patients are needed to clarify the clinical usefulness 

of DCE-MRI as guidance for the treatment strategy and as a marker of therapeutic 

response. 

APPENDIX 1

MRI-based score for severity of perianal Crohn’s disease

Number of fistula tracks

None         0

Single, unbranched       1

Single, branched        2

Multiple         3

Location

Extra- or intersphincteric       1

Transsphincteric        2

Suprasphincteric        3

Extension

Infralevatoric        1

Supralevatoric        2

Hyperintensity on T2-weighted images

Absent         0

Mild         4

Pronounced        8

Collections (cavities > 3mm diameter)

Absent         0

Present         4

Rectal wall involvement

Normal          0

Thickened        2
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APPENDIX 2

Perianal Disease Activity Index

Discharge

No discharge        0

Minimal mucous discharge      1

Moderate mucous or purulent discharge     2

Substantial discharge       3

Gross fecal soiling       4

Pain and restriction of activities

No activity restriction       0

Mild discomfort, no restriction      1

Moderate discomfort, some limitation of activities    2

Marked discomfort, marked limitation      3

Severe pain, severe limitation      4

Restriction of sexual activities

No restriction        0

Slight restriction        1

Moderate limitation       2

Marked limitation       3

Unable to engage in sexual activity     4

Type of perianal disease

No perianal disease or skin tags      0

Anal fissure or mucosal tear      1

< 3 perianal fistulas       2

 3 perianal fistulas       3

Anal sphincter ulceration or fistula with significant undermining of skin 4

Degree of induration

No induration        0

Minimal induration        1

Moderate induration       2

Substantial induration       3

Gross fluctuance or abscess      4
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